Abstract. λ-calculi come with no fixed evaluation strategy. Different strategies may then be considered, and it is important that they satisfy some abstract rewriting property, such as factorization or normalization theorems. In this paper we provide simple proof techniques for these theorems. Our starting point is a revisitation of Takahashi's technique to prove factorization for head reduction. Our technique is both simpler and more powerful, as it works in cases where Takahishi's does not. We then pair factorization with two other abstract properties, defining essential systems, and show that normalization follows. Concretely, we apply the technique to four case studies, two classic ones, head and the leftmostoutermost reductions, and two less classic ones, non-deterministic weak call-by-value and least-level reductions.
Introduction
The λ-calculus is the model underlying functional programming languages and proof assistants. The gap between the model and its incarnations is huge. In particular, the λ-calculus does not come with a fixed reduction strategy, while concrete frameworks need one. A desirable property is that the reduction which is implemented terminates on all terms on which β reduction has a reduction sequence to normal form. This is guaranteed by a normalization theorem. Two classic examples are the leftmost-outermost and head normalization theorems (theorems 13.2.2 and 11.4.8 in Barendregt [4] ). The former states that if the term has a β-normal form, leftmost-outermost reduction is guaranteed to find it; the latter has a similar but subtler statement, roughly head reduction computes a head normal form, if the term has any.
Another classic theorem for head reduction states that head reduction approximates the β-normal form by computing an essential part of every evaluation sequence. The precise formulation is as a factorization theorem: a sequence of β steps t → * β s can always be re-arranged as a sequence of head steps (→ h ) followed by a sequence of non-head steps (→ ¬h ), that is, t → * h u → * ¬h s. To be precise, neither the head nor the leftmost-outermost reduction is implemented by a concrete tool, and yet the two strategies play a key role in the theory of the λ-calculus as presented in Barendregt [4] or Krivine [16] .
Variants of the λ-calculus abound and are continuously introduced, e.g. weak, call-by-value, call-by-need, classical, with pattern matching, sharing, non-determinism, probabilistic choice, quantum features, differentiation, etc. Therefore, normalization and factorization theorems need to be studied in many variations. Concepts and techniques to prove these theorems do exist, but they do not have the essential, intuitive structure of other fundamental properties, such as confluence.
This paper. Here we provide a presentation of factorization and of normalization revisiting a simple technique due to Takahashi [27] , making it even simpler and more widely applicable. We separate the abstract reasoning from the concrete details of head reduction, and extend the concrete proof method for factorization by using simpler principles. The presentation is novel, and hopefully accessible to anyone familiar with the λ-calculus, without a background in advanced notions of rewrite theory.
We provide four case studies, all following the same method. Two are revisitations of the classic cases of head and leftmost-outermost reductions (shortened to LO). Two are folklore cases. The first is weak (i.e. out of λ-abstractions) callby-value reduction (shortened to CbV) in its non-deterministic presentation. The second is least-level reduction (shortened to LL), a reduction coming from the linear logic literature (sometimes called by levels), and which is usually presented using proof nets (see de Carvalho, Pagani, and Tortora de Falco [6] or Pagani and Tranquilli [23] ) or calculi related to proof nets (see Terui [29] or Accattoli [1] ), rather than in the ordinary λ-calculus.
The LO and LL cases are full reductions for β, i.e. they have the same normal forms as β. The head and weak CbV cases are not full, as they may not compute β normal forms.
Takahashi. In [27] , Takahashi uses the natural inductive notion of parallel 1 β reduction (which reduces simultaneously a number of β-redexes; it is also the key concept in Tait and Martin-Löf's classic proof of confluence of the λ-calculus) to introduce a simple proof technique for head factorization, from which head normalization follows. By iterating head factorization, she also obtains leftmostoutermost normalization, via a simple argument on the structure of terms.
Her technique has been employed for various λ-calculi because of its simplicity. Namely, for the λ-calculus with η by Ishii [13] , the call-by-value λ-calculus by Ronchi Della Rocca and Paolini [24, 26] , the resource λ-calculus by Pagani and Tranquilli [22] , pattern calculi by Kesner, Lombardi and Ríos [14] , the shuffling calculus by Guerrieri, Paolini and Ronchi Della Rocca [9, 10] , and it has been formalized with proof assistants by McKinna and Pollack [17] and Crary [7] .
Takahashi revisited. Despite its simplicity, Takahashi's proof [27] of factorization relies on substitutivity properties not satisfied by full reductions such as LO and LL. Our first contribution is a proof that is independent from the substitutivity properties of the factorizing reductions. It relies on a simpler fact, namely the substitutivity of a variant n ⇒ β of parallel β reduction ⇒ β , which is crucial to Takahashi's method. The index n intuitively corresponds to the number of redexes reduced in parallel by a ⇒ β . The definition of n ⇒ β simply decorates the definition of ⇒ β with natural numbers.
We prove factorization theorems for all our four case studies following this simpler scheme. We also highlight an interesting point: factorization for the two full reductions cannot be obtained directly following Takahashi's method 2 .
From factorization to essential normalization. The second main contribution of our paper is the isolation of abstract properties that together with factorization imply normalization. One is persistence: steps of the factoring reduction → e , called essential by abstracting the head case → h , cannot be erased by the factored out, non-essential reduction → ¬e , itself abstracting → ¬h . The other one is a relaxed form of determinism for → e . We show that in such essential rewrite systems → e has a normalization theorem. The argument is abstract, that is, independent from the specific nature of terms. This is in contrast to how Takahashi [27] obtains normalization from factorization: her proof is based on an induction over the structure of terms, and cannot then be disentangled by the concrete nature of the rewriting system under study.
Normalizing reductions for β. We apply both our techniques to our case studies of full reduction: LO and LL, obtaining simple proofs that they are normalizing reductions for β. Let us point out that LO is also-at present-the only known deterministic reduction to β normal form whose number of steps is a reasonable cost model, as shown by Accattoli and Dal Lago [2] . Understanding its normalization is one of the motivations at the inception of this work.
Normalization with respect to different notions of results. As a further feature, our approach provides for free normalization theorems for reductions that are not full for the rewrite system in which they live. Typical examples are head and weak CbV reductions, which do not compute β and CbV normal forms, respectively. These normalization theorems arise naturally in the theory of the λ-calculus. For instance, functional programming languages implement only weak notions of reduction, and head reduction (rather than LO) is the key notion for the λ-definability of computable functions. We obtain normalization theorems for head and weak CbV reductions. Catching normalization for non-full reductions sets our work apart from the recent studies on normalization by Hirokawa, Middeldorp, and Moser [12] and Van Oostrom and Toyama [21] , discussed below among related works.
Factorization, Normalization, Standardization. In the literature of λ-calculus, the center stage is often held by standardization. Normalization is then typically obtained as a corollary. Standardization is however a complex and technical result. A merit of Takashashi [27] is to have shifted the focus to factorization. Head factorization is the cornerstone of her approach: by iterating it, normalization, head normalization (and even standardization) are obtained by simple inductive arguments.
Related work. Factorization is studied in the abstract in [18, 1] . Melliès axiomatic approach [18] builds on standardization, and encompasses a wide class of rewriting systems; in particular, like us, he can deal with non-full reductions. Accattoli [1] relies crucially on terminating hypotheses, absent instead here.
Hirokawa, Middeldorp, and Moser [12] and Van Oostrom and Toyama [21] study normalizing strategies via a clean separation between abstract and term rewriting results. Our approach to normalization is similar to the one used in [12] to study LO evaluation for first-order term rewriting systems. Our essential systems strictly generalize their conditions: uniform termination replaces determinism (two of the strategies we present here are not deterministic) and-cruciallypersistence strictly generalizes the property in their Lemma 7. Conversely, they focus on hyper-normalization and on extending the method to systems in which left-normality is relaxed. We do not deal with these aspects. Van Oostrom and Toyama's study [21] of (hyper-)normalization is based on an elegant and powerful method based on the random descent property and an ordered notion of commutative diagrams. Their method and ours are incomparable: we do not rely (and do not assume) the random descent property (for its definition and uses see van Oostrom [20] )-even if most strategies naturally have that property-and we do focus on factorization (which they explicitly avoid), since we see it as the crucial tool from which normalization can be obtained.
As already pointed out, a fundamental difference with respect to both works is that we consider a more general notion of normalization for reductions that are not full, that is not captured by either of those approaches.
In the literature, normalization is also proved from iterated head factorization ( Takahashi [27 [15] and Barendregt [4] for LO), or using semantic principles such as intersection types (Krivine [16] for LO and de Carvalho, Pagani and Tortora de Falco [6] for LL on proof nets). Last, Bonelli et al. develop a sophisticated proof of normalization for a λ-calculus with powerful pattern matching in [5] . Our technique differs from them all.
Proofs. Most proofs are given in the appendix. This paper is an extended version of [3] .
Factorization and Normalization, Abstractly
In this section, we study factorization and normalization abstractly, that is, independently form the specific structure of the objects to be rewritten.
A reduction system (aka abstract reduction system, see Terese [28], Ch.2) S is a pair (S, →) consisting of a set S and a binary relation →⊆ S × S called reduction, whose pairs are written t → s and called steps. A →-sequence from t is a sequence t → s → . . . of →-steps; t → k s denotes a sequence of k steps. As usual, → * (resp. → = ) denotes the transitive-reflexive (resp. reflexive) closure of →. Given two reductions → 1 and → 2 we use → 1 · → 2 for their composition, defined as t → 1 · → 2 s if t → 1 u → 2 s for some u. In this section we focus on a given sub-reduction → e of →, called essential, for which we study factorization and normalization with respect to →. It comes with a second sub-reduction → ¬e , called inessential, such that → e ∪ → ¬e =→. Despite the notation, → e and → ¬e are not required to be disjoint. In general, we write (S, {→ a , → b }) for the rewrite system (S, →) where → = → a ∪ → b .
Factorization.
A rewrite system (S, {→ e , → ¬e }) satisfies → e -factorization (also called postponement of → ¬e after → e ) if t → * s implies that there exists u such that t → * e u → * ¬e s. Compactly, we write it → * ⊆ → * e · → * ¬e . In diagrams, see Fig. 1 .a.
Proving factorization. Factorization is a non-trivial rewriting property, because it is global, that is, quantified over all reduction sequences from a term. To be able to prove factorization, we would like to reduce it to local properties, i.e. properties quantified only over one-step reductions from a term. At first sight it may seem that a local diagram such as the one in Fig. 1 .b would give factorization by a simple induction. Such a diagram however does not allow to infer factorization without further hypotheses-counterexamples can be found in Barendregt [4] . The following abstract property is a special case for which a local condition implies factorization. It was first observed by Hindley [11] , and holds for any two relations → e and → ¬e . Hindley's local condition requires a strong form of local postponement that in general does not hold in λ-calculi-not even in the simple case of head reduction. However, the property can be applied in combination with another standard technique: switching to macro steps that compress → * e or → * ¬e into just one step, at the price of some light overhead. This idea is the essence of both TaitMartin-Löf's and Takahashi's techniques, based on parallel steps. The role of parallel steps in Takahashi [27] is here captured abstractly by the notion of macro-step system. Definition 2 (Macro-step system). A rewrite system S = (S, {→ e , → ¬e }) is a macro-step system if there are two relations ⇒ and ⇒ ¬e (called macro-steps and inessential macro-steps, respectively) such that
That is, the diagram in Fig. 1 .c holds.
-Split: if t ⇒ u then t → * e · ⇒ ¬e u. That is, the diagram in Fig. 1 .d holds.
In this paper, concrete instances of ⇒ and ⇒ ¬e shall be parallel β reduction and some of its variants. 
Normalization for full reductions
The interest of factorization comes from the fact that the essential relation → e on which factorization pivots has some good properties. In this section we pinpoint the abstract properties which make factorization a privileged method to prove normalization; we collect them into the definition of essential systems.
Normal forms. Let (S, →) be a reduction system. A term t ∈ S is -→-normal (or in →-normal form) if t →, i.e. there is no s such that t → s; -weakly →-normalizing if there exists a sequence t → * s with s →-normal; -strongly →-normalizing if there are no infinite →-sequences from t, or equivalently, if all maximal →-sequences from t are finite.
We call a reduction → e ⊆ → a reduction for →. It is full if → e and → have the same normal forms.
3
Definition 4 (Normalizing reduction). A full reduction → e for → is normalizing (for →) if, for every term t, t is strongly → e -normalizing whenever it is weakly →-normalizing.
Since the reduction → e is full, the fact that t is strongly → e -normalizing means that every maximal → e -sequence from t ends on a →-normal form.
Definition 5 (Essential systems).
A rewrite system (S, {→ e , → ¬e }) is essential if the following conditions hold:
1. Persistence: if t → e s and t → ¬e u, then u → e r for some r. 2. Uniform termination: if t is weakly → e -normalizing, then it is strongly → e -normalizing. 3. Terminal factorization: if t → * u and u is → e -normal, then t → * e · → * ¬e u. It is moreover full if → e is a full reduction for →.
Comments on the definition:
-Persistence: it means that essential steps are out of reach for inessential steps, that cannot erase them. The only way of getting rid of essential steps is by reducing them, and so in that sense they are essential to normalization. -From determinism to uniform termination: uniform termination allows us to generalize determinism of normalizing reductions. Indeed, we do not require the reduction → e to be deterministic. As a consequence, to ensure that → e is normalizing for →, it is not enough that whenever a term t →-reduces to normal form then t also → e -reduces to normal form, which is the property naturally provided by factorization (see below). We still need to be sure that no infinite → e -sequence exists from t. But this is exactly what uniform termination guarantees. Note that if → e is deterministic (or has the diamond or random descent properties) then it is uniformly terminating. -Terminal factorization: there are two subtleties. First, we need only a weak form of factorization, namely factorization is only required for sequences ending in a → e -normal form 4 . Second, the reader may expect terminal factorization to be required with respect to →-normal rather than → e -normal forms. The two notions coincide if → e is full, and for the time being we only discuss full essential systems. We discuss the more general case in Sect. 2.3.
Example 6. In the λ-calculus with β reduction, head reduction → h and its associated → ¬h reduction (defined in Sect. 4) form an essential system. Similarly, leftmost-outermost → ℓo reduction and its associated → ¬ℓo reduction (Sect. 7) form a full essential system. Two more examples are in Sect. 6 and Sect. 8.
Theorem 7 (Full essential normalization)
. Let S be a full essential system. Then → e is a normalizing reduction for →.
Proof. Let t be a weakly →-normalizing term, i.e. t → * u with u →-normal.
Terminal factorization implies t → *
e s → * ¬e u. 2. Let us show that s is → e -normal: if it is not then s → e r for some r, and a straightforward induction on the length of s → * ¬e u iterating persistence gives that u → e p for some p, against the hypothesis that u is →-normal. Absurd. 3. By the previous point, t is weakly → e -normalizing. By uniform termination, t is strongly → e -normalizing.
A more general notion of normalizing reduction.
Essential systems actually encompass also important notions of normalization for reductions that are not full, such as head normalization, as we show here. These cases arise naturally in the λ-calculus literature, where partial notions of result such as head normal forms or values are of common use. Normalization for non-full reductions is instead not so common in the rewriting literature outside the λ-calculus. This is why, to guide the reader, we presented first the natural case of full reductions. Let us first discuss head reduction: → h is deterministic and not full with respect to → β , as its normal forms may not be → β -normal forms. The wellknown property of interest is head normalization (Cor. 11.4.8 in Barendregt's book [4] ):
If t → * β s and s is head normal 5 then → h terminates on t.
The statement has two subtleties. First, a priori, t may → β -reduce to a term in → h -normal form in many different ways, potentially without using → h , so that the hypotheses may not imply that → h terminates. Second, note that the conclusion is → h terminates on t and not t → * h s, because in general → h terminates on a term u = s. For instance, let I = λy.y and note that I(x(II)) → β I(xI) → β xI is a → β sequence to head normal form, and yet → h terminates on a different term, namely I(x(II)) → h x(II). Now, let us abstract head normalization, taking into account that in general the essential reduction → e -in contrast to head reduction-may not be deterministic, and so we rather ask for strong → e -normalization rather than for → e -termination.
Theorem 8 (Essential normalization).
Let S be an essential system. If t → * s and s is a → e -normal form, then t is strongly → e -normalizing.
Proof. Exactly as for Theorem 7, fullness is not used in that proof.
In the next section we shall apply Theorem 8 to head reduction and obtain the head normalization theorem we started with. Another example of a normalization theorem for a non-full reduction is in Sect. 6. Note that the full variant of the theorem (Theorem 7) is in fact an instance of the general one (Theorem 8).
The λ-Calculus
This short section recalls basic definitions and properties of the λ-calculus.
The set Λ of terms of the λ-calculus is given by the following grammar:
Terms t, s, u, r ::= x | λx.t | ts 5 "t has head normal form" is the usual formulation for "t → * β s and s is head normal". We prefer the latter to avoid the ambiguity of the former about the reduction leading from t to one of its head normal forms (→ We use the usual notions of free and bound variables, and t{x s} for the metalevel substitution of s for the free occurrences of x in t.
The definitions of β reduction → β is:
Let us recall two basic substitutivity properties of β reduction.
We also recall that parallel β reduction ⇒ β is defined so to satisfy a stronger substitutivity property (Property (3) in [27], page 1.), which is there key to the proof of confluence:
Indexed parallel β reduction. We now define an indexed version n ⇒ β of the parallel β reduction ⇒ β : it is going to be used for our refinement of Takahashi's technique. The indexed reduction is equipped with a natural number n which is, roughly, the number of redexes reduced in parallel by a ⇒ β ; more precisely, n is the length of a particular way of sequentializing the redexes reduced by ⇒ β . The usual non-indexed notion ⇒ β is obtained by simply erasing the index n from n ⇒ β from the definition.
Let |t| x denote the number of free occurrences of x in t. The definition is:
Indexed parallel β reduction
The intuition behind the last clause is: (λx. 
Proof. By induction on the derivation of t n ⇒ β t ′ . Consider its last rule. Cases:
we can suppose without loss of generality y = x, so |u ′ | x = |t ′ | x and t{x s} = λy.(u{x s})
By i.h., u{x s}
⇒ β r ′ and n = n u + |u ′ | y ·n r + 1. We can assume without loss of generality that y = x, hence
used by Takahashi, but we provide a simpler proof technique for one of the required properties (split). First of all, head reduction → h (our essential reduction here) and its associated inessential reduction → ¬h are defined by:
Head reduction
Note that → β = → h ∪ → ¬h but → h and → ¬h are not disjoint: I(II) → h II and I(II) → ¬h II with I = λz.z. Indeed, I(II) contains two distinct redexes, one is I(II) and is fired by → h , the other one is II and is fired by → ¬h ; coincidentally, the two reductions lead to the same term.
As for Takahashi, a parallel ¬head step t ⇒ ¬h s is a parallel step t ⇒ β s such that t → * ¬h s. We give explicitly the inference rules for ⇒ ¬h :
It is immediate that → h -normal terms are head normal forms in the sense of Barendregt [4, Def. 2.2.11]. We do not describe the shape of head normal forms. Our proofs never use it, unlike Takahashi's ones. This fact stresses the abstract nature of our proof method.
Head factorization. We show that → h induces a macro-step system, with respect to → ¬h , ⇒ β , and ⇒ ¬h , to obtain → h -factorization by Proposition 3.
Therefore, we need to prove merge and split. Merge is easily verified by induction on t ⇒ ¬h s. The interesting part is the proof of the split property, that in the concrete case of head reduction becomes: if t ⇒ β s then t → * h · ⇒ ¬h s. This is obtained as a consequence of the following easy indexed split property based on the indexed variant of parallel β. The original argument of Takahashi [27] is more involved, we discuss it after the new proof.
Proposition 10 (Head macro-step system).
is a macro-step system with respect to ⇒ β and ⇒ ¬h .
Proof. 1. Easy induction on t ⇒ ¬h s. Details are in the Appendix, p. 22.
2. By induction on t n ⇒ β s. We freely use the fact that if t n ⇒ β s then t ⇒ β s. Cases:
-
We have t = (λx.u)r → h u{x r} and by substitutivity of n ⇒ β (Lemma 9) u{x r}
3. If t ⇒ β s then t n ⇒ β s for some n. We prove the statement by induction n. By indexed split (Point 2), there are only two cases:
-t ⇒ ¬h s. This is an instance of the statement (since → * h is reflexive). Head normalization. We show that (Λ, {→ h , → ¬h }) is an essential system (Def. 5); thus the essential normalization theorem (Theorem 8) provides normalization. We already proved factorization (Theorem 11, hence terminal factorization). We verify persistence and determinism (which implies uniform termination) of → h .
Proposition 12 (Head essential system).
Proof p. 23
Then, (Λ, {→ h , → ¬h }) is an essential system.
Theorem 13 (Head normalization).
If t → * β s and s is a → h -normal form, then → h terminates on t.
Comparison with Takahashi's proof of the split property.
Takahashi's original argument [27] for the split property (if t ⇒ s then t → * e · ⇒ ¬e , what she calls the main lemma) is by induction on the (concrete) definition of ⇒ β and relies on two substitutivity properties of → h and ⇒ ¬h . Looking at them as the reductions → e and → ¬e of an essential system these properties are:
-Left substitutivity of → e : u → e q then u{x r} → e q{x r}; -Left substitutivity of ⇒ ¬e : u ⇒ ¬e q then u{x r} ⇒ ¬e q{x r}.
From them, left substitutivity of the composed reduction → * e · ⇒ ¬e easily follows. That is, Takahashi's proof of the split property is by induction on t ⇒ s using left substitutivity of → * e · ⇒ ¬e for the inductive case. Our technique differs from Takahashi's in that it simplifies the hypotheses: it exploits directly the substitutivity of ⇒. We require the substitutivity of n ⇒ instead of left substitutivity of → e and ⇒ ¬e . It holds for a larger number of essential systems because n ⇒ is simply a decoration of ⇒, which is substitutive by design. Instead, there are important systems where Takahashi's hypotheses do not hold. One such case is LO reduction (Sect. 7)-the normalizing reduction of the λ-calculus-we discuss the failure of left substitutivity for LO in page 17); another notable case is LL reduction (Sect. 8); both are full reductions for β.
Let us point out where the idea behind our approach stems from. In a sense, Takahashi's proof works by chance: the split hypothesis is about a parallel step ⇒ β but then the key fact used in the proof, left substitutivity of → * h · ⇒ ¬h , does no longer stay in the borders of the parallel step, since the prefix → * h is an arbitrary long sequence that may reduce created steps. Our proof scheme instead only focuses on the (expected) substitutivity of n ⇒, independently of creations.
The Call-by-Value λ-Calculus
In this short section, we introduce Plotkin's call-by-value λ-calculus [25], where β reduction fires only when the argument is a value. In the next section we define weak reduction and prove factorization and normalization theorems using the essential technique, exactly as done in the previous section for head reduction.
The set Λ of terms is the same as in Sect. 3. Values, call-by-value (CbV) β-reduction → βv , and its associated notion of indexed parallel reduction ⇒ βv are defined as follows.
The only difference with the usual parallel β (defined in Sect. 3) is the requirement that the argument is a value in the last rule. As before, the non-indexed parallel reduction ⇒ βv is simply obtained by erasing the index. Similarly, it is easily seen that 
6 Weak Call-by-Value Reduction, Essentially
The essential step we study for the CbV λ-calculus is weak (CbV) reduction → w , which does not evaluate function bodies (the scope of λ-abstractions). Weak CbV reduction has practical importance, because it is the base of the ML/CAML family of functional programming languages. We choose it also because it admits the natural and more general non-deterministic presentation that follows, even if most of the literature rather presents it in a deterministic way.
Note that in the case of an application there is no fixed order in the → w reduction of the left and right subterms. It is well-known that such a non-determinism is harmless as → w satisfies a diamond-like property implying confluence, see e.g. Dal Lago and Martini's [8] . It is also well-known that the diamond property implies uniform termination, because it implies that all maximal sequences from a term t have the same length. Such a further property is known as random descent. It is a special form of uniform termination already considered by Newman [19] in 1942, see also van Oostrom [20] . The inessential reduction → ¬w and its parallel version ⇒ ¬w are defined by:
It is immediate to check that → βv = → w ∪ → ¬w and → ¬w ⊆ ⇒ ¬w ⊆ → * ¬w .
Weak CbV factorization. We show that (Λ, {→ w , → ¬w }) is a macro-step system, with ⇒ βv , ⇒ ¬w as macro-steps. Merge and split are proved exactly as in Sect. 4.
Proposition 15 (Weak CbV macro-step system).
Proof p. 25
2. Indexed split: if t n ⇒ βv s then t ⇒ ¬w s, or n > 0 and t → w · n−1
That is, (Λ, {→ w , → ¬w }) is a macro-step system with respect to ⇒ βv and ⇒ ¬w .
Theorem 16 (Weak CbV factorization). If
Plotkin's left reduction. The same argument at work in this section adapts easily to factorization with respect to leftmost weak reduction (used by Plotkin [25] ), or to rightmost weak reduction, the two natural deterministic variants of → w .
Weak CbV normalization. To obtain a normalization theorem for → w via the essential normalization theorem (Theorem 8), we need to show persistence and uniform termination. The latter is a consequence of the well-known diamond property of → w .
Proposition 17 (Weak CbV essential system).
Proof p. 26 1. Persistence: if t → w s and t → ¬w u then u → w r for some r. Then, (Λ, {→ w , → ¬w }) is an essential system.
Theorem 18 (Weak CbV normalization).
If t → * βv s and s is a → w -normal form, then t is strongly → w -normalizing.
Call-by-value is often considered with respect to closed terms only. In such a case both → βv and → w normal forms are exactly values. Then a corollary follows, analogous to Corollary 1 in Plotkin [25] (the result is there obtained from standardization).
Corollary 19. Let t be a closed term. If t → *
βv v for some value v then every maximal → w -sequence from t is finite and ends on a value.
Leftmost-Outermost Reduction, Essentially
Here we apply our technique to leftmost-outermost reduction (shortened to LO and ℓo in symbols), the first example of full sub-relation of → β . The technical development is slightly different from the ones in the previous sections, as factorization relies on persistence. The same shall happen for the full LL reduction of the next section. It seems to be a feature of full reductions for → β .
LO and ¬LO reductions. The definition of LO reduction relies on two mutually recursive predicates defining normal and neutral terms (neutral = normal and not an abstraction):
Normal and neutral terms x is neutral t is neutral t is normal ts is neutral t is neutral t is normal t is normal λx.t is normal Dually, a term is not neutral if it is an abstraction or it is nor normal. It is standard that these predicates correctly capture β normal forms and neutrality.
The reductions of the LO macro-step system are:
LO reduction
As usual, easy inductions show that → β =→ ℓo ∪ → ¬ℓo and → ¬ℓo ⊆⇒ ¬ℓo ⊆→ * ¬ℓo . Factorization depends on persistence, which is why for LO reduction most essential properties are proved before factorization. The proofs are easy inductions.
Proposition 20 (LO essential properties).
Proof p. 27 1. Completeness: if t → β s then there exists u such that t → ℓo u. 2. Determinism: if t → ℓo s 1 and t → ℓo s 2 then s 1 = s 2 . 3. Persistence: if t → ℓo s 1 and t → ¬ℓo s 2 then s 2 → ℓo u for some u.
Proposition 21 (LO macro-step system).
Proof p. 29
That is, (Λ, {→ ℓo , → ¬ℓo }) is a macro-step system with respect to ⇒ β and ⇒ ¬ℓo .
Proof. We only show the merge property, and only the case that requires persistencethe rest of the proof is in the Appendix. Merge is by induction on t ⇒ ¬ℓo s. Consider the rule
Since r is not neutral, it is an abstraction or it is not normal. If r is an abstraction this case continues as the easy case of ⇒ ¬ℓo for β-redexes (see the Appendix). Otherwise, r is not normal, i.e. r → β q. By fullness r → ℓo q ′ for some q ′ , and by persistence (Prop. 20.3) r ′ → ℓo r ′′ for some r ′′ . The hypothesis becomes
LO split. As pointed out in Subsection 4.1, Takahashi's proof [27] of the split property relies on left substitutivity of head reduction, that is, if t → h s then t{x u} → h s{x u} for all terms u. Such a property does not hold for LO reduction. For instance, t = x(Iy) → ℓo xy = t ′ but t{x λz.zz} = (λz.zz)(Iy) → ℓo (λz.zz)y = t ′ {x λz.zz}. Therefore her proof technique for factorization cannot prove the factorization theorem for LO reduction (see also footnote 2, page 3).
From Proposition 21 it follows the factorization theorem for LO reduction, that together with Proposition 20 proves that (Λ, {→ ℓo , → ¬ℓo }) is an essential system, giving normalization of → ℓo for → β .
Theorem 22.
LO factorization: if
2. LO normalization: → ℓo is a normalizing reduction for → β .
Least-Level Reduction, Essentially
In this section we study another normalizing full reduction for → β , namely least-level reduction → ℓℓ (shortened to LL and ℓℓ in symbols), which is nondeterministic. The intuition is that LL reduction fires a β-redex of minimal level, where the level of a β-redex is the number of arguments containing it.
The definition of → ℓℓ relies on an indexed variant → β:k of → β , where k ∈ N is the level of the fired β-redex (do not mix it up with the index of n ⇒ β ). We also define a parallel version ⇒ β:n (with n ∈ N ∪ {∞}) of → β:k , obtained as a decoration of ⇒ β . From now on, N ∪ {∞} is considered with its usual order and arithmetic, that is, ∞ + 1 = ∞.
Note that t → β s if and only if t → β:k s for some k ∈ N. The least (reduction) level ℓℓ(t) ∈ N ∪ {∞} of a term t is defined as follows:
The definitions of LL, ¬LL, and parallel ¬LL reductions are:
Proposition 23 (Least level properties).

Proof p. 31
Let t be a term.
1. Computational meaning of ℓℓ: ℓℓ(t) = inf{k ∈ N | t → β:k u for some term u}.
Monotonicity: if t → β s then ℓℓ(s) ≥ ℓℓ(t).
Invariance by → ¬ℓℓ : if t → ¬ℓℓ s then ℓℓ(s) = ℓℓ(t).
Point 1 captures the meaning of the least level, and gives fullness of → ℓℓ . In particular, ℓℓ(t) = ∞ if and only if t is → β -normal, since inf ∅ = ∞. Monotonicity states that β steps cannot decrease the least level. Invariance by → ¬ℓℓ says that → ¬ℓℓ cannot change the least level. Essentially, this is persistence.
Proposition 24 (LL essential properties).
Proof p. 33 1. Completeness: if t → β s then t → ℓℓ u for some u. 2. Persistence: if t → ℓℓ s 1 and t → ¬ℓℓ s 2 then s 2 → ℓℓ u for some u. 3. Diamond: if s ℓℓ ← · → ℓℓ u with s = u then s → ℓℓ · ℓℓ ← u.
As for LO, merge needs persistence, or, more precisely, invariance by → ¬ℓℓ .
Proposition 25 (LL macro-step system).
Proof p. 35
That is, (Λ, {→ ℓℓ , → ¬ℓℓ }) is a macro-step system with respect to ⇒ β and ⇒ ¬ℓℓ .
Theorem 26.
LL factorization: if
2. LL normalization: → ℓℓ is a normalizing reduction for → β .
LL split and LO vs. LL. As for LO reduction, left substitutivity does not hold for → ℓℓ . Consider t = x(Iy) → ℓℓ xy = t ′ where the step has level 1, and t{x I} = I(Iy) → ℓℓ Iy = t ′ {x I} since now there also is a step I(Iy) → ℓℓ Iy at level 0.
Moreover, LL and LO reductions are incomparable. First, note that → ℓℓ but → ℓo : t = (λx.II)y → ℓℓ (λx.I)y = s, because t → β:0 (λx.I)y and ℓℓ(t) = 0, but t → ℓo s, indeed t → ℓo II. This fact also shows that → ℓℓ is not left-outer in the sense of van Oostrom and Toyama [21] . Second, → ℓo but → ℓℓ : t = x(x(II))(II) → ℓo x(xI)(II) = s but t → ℓℓ s, indeed t → ¬ℓℓ s because t → β:2 s and ℓℓ(t) = 1, and t → ℓℓ x(x(II))I = s.
Conclusions
We provide simple proof techniques for factorization and normalization theorems in the λ-calculus, simplifying Takahashi's proof technique [27] , extending its scope and making it more abstract at the same time. About the use of parallel reduction for theorems about reduction, she claims "once the idea is stated properly, the essential part of the proof is almost over, because the inductive verification of the statement is easy, even mechanical". We believe that our study reinforces this point of view, as our case studies smoothly follow the abstract schema.
About normalization, our approach naturally covers normalization for results other than full normal forms, that are out of reach for the powerful technique by van Oostrom and Toyama in [21] , as they clarify in their conclusions.
Range of application. Beyond the classic example of LO reduction, that is studied also by Hirokawa, Middeldorp, and Moser [12] and van Oostrom and Toyama, we applied essential normalization to LL reduction, which is neither deterministic (as required by [12] ), nor left-outer in the sense of [21] (as pointed out in Sect. 8).
Because of the minimality of our assumptions, we believe that our method applies to a large variety of cases. 
A Technical appendix: omitted proofs and lemmas
The enumeration of propositions, theorems, lemmas already stated in the body of the article is unchanged.
A.1 Omitted proofs of Sect. 4 (head) Proposition 10 (Head macro-step system).
See p. 11
is a macro-step system with respect to ⇒ β , ⇒ ¬h .
Proof. Points 2-3 are already proved on p. 11. We prove Point 1 by induction on the definition of t ⇒ ¬h s. Cases:
-Application:
Sub-cases:
by i.h. applied to r ⇒ ¬h r ′ → h r ′′ , we have r ⇒ β r ′′ , and so (as
-β-redex :
Proposition 12 (Head essential system).
See p. 12
Then, (Λ, {→ w , → ¬w }) is an essential system. Proof.
1.
Persistence: By induction on t → h s. Cases: -Root step, i.e. t = (λx.p)q → h p{x q} = s. Sub-cases:
-Application: i.e. t = pq → h p ′ q = s with p → h p ′ and p not an abstraction. Sub-cases:
• → ¬h in the left sub-term:
2. Determinism: By induction on a derivation with conclusion t → h s 1 . Consider its last rule. Cases:
According to the definition of → h , the only possibility for the last rule of a derivation for t → h s 2 is
By i.h. applied to t ′ , we have s
According to the definition of → h , the the last rule of a derivation for t → h s 2 can be only
A. 
Proof. By induction on t n ⇒ β t ′ . It follows the exact same pattern of the proof of substitutivity of n ⇒ β . Cases:
we can suppose without loss of generality that y = x, hence |u
with n = n u +n r . By i.h., u{x v}
that proves the statement because
We can assume without loss of generality that y = x, hence, |t
By i.h., u{x v}
The number on the ⇒ βv arrow satisfies
A.3 Omitted proofs of Sect. 6 (weak CbV)
Proposition 15 (Weak CbV macro-step system).
See p. 15
Proof.
Merge: by induction on t ⇒ ¬w s. Note that the cases in which s = x or s = λx.s ′ are not possible. Hence s = r ′ p ′ and t ⇒ ¬w s is derived as follows
gives r ⇒ βv r ′′ , and t ⇒ βv s is derived as follows (remember that ⇒ ¬w ⊆⇒ βv ):
′′ it is analogous to the previous case. (c) If s → w u by a top β v step then r ′ = λx.q ′ . Now, by definition of ⇒ ¬w the step r ⇒ ¬w r ′ necessarily has the form r = λx.q ⇒ ¬w λx.q ′ = r ′ for some q such that q ⇒ βv q ′ . Then the hypothesis is t = (λx.q)p ⇒ ¬w (λx.q ′ )p ′ → w q ′ {x p ′ } = u and t ⇒ βv s is derived as follows (remember that ⇒ ¬w ⊆⇒ βv ):
Indexed split : by induction on the definition of t n ⇒ βv s. We freely use the fact that if t n ⇒ βv s then t ⇒ βv s. Cases:
with n = n 1 + n 2 . There are only two cases:
• either rp ⇒ ¬w r ′ p ′ , and then the claim holds. 
with n = n 1 + |p ′ | x · n 2 + 1 > 0. We have t = (λx.p)r → w p{x r} := u and substitutivity of n ⇒ βv (Lemma 14) gives u = p{x r}
Split : exactly as in the head case (Prop. 10.3), using the Indexed Split property for weak CbV (Point 2 above).
Proposition 17 (Weak CbV essential system).
1. Persistence: if t → w s and t → ¬w u then u → w r for some r. 2. Diamond: if s w ← t → w u with s = u then s → w r w ← u for some r.
Persistence:
By induciton on the definition of t → ¬w s. Cases:
This case is impossible because t is → w normal, against the hypothesis that t → w u.
-Application left : t = pq → ¬w p ¬w q = s because p → ¬w p ¬w . According to the definition of → w , there are the following sub-cases:
(a) t = pq → w p w q = u with p → w p w ; by i.h. applied to p, we have p ¬w → w r ′ for some term r ′ , and so 
-Application right : analogous to the previous point. 2. Diamond : The idea of the proof is that, when (λx.t)v → w t{x v}, the β vredexes in v (which is a value) can be duplicated in t{x v} but they are under an abstraction and → w does not reduce under abstractions. Formally, the proof is by induction on t. Note that t is not a value, because values are → w -normal, since → w does not reduce under abstractions. Therefore, t = t 0 t 1 . The case where t 0 = λx.t ′ and t 1 is a value is impossible, because t 0 and t 1 would be → w -normal and so from s w ← t → w u it would follow s = t ′ {x t 1 } = u, which contradicts the hypothesis. The remaining cases for t = t 0 t 1 are:
-s = t 0 s 1 w ← t = t 0 t 1 → w u 0 t 1 = u with t 0 → w u 0 , and • r is an abstraction, i.e. r = λx.q: then t = (λx.q)p → ℓo q{x q}.
• r is not an abstraction but it is not normal, i.e. r → β r ′ for some r ′ : then by i.h. r → ℓo q for some q and so t = rp → ℓo qp.
• r is neutral, i.e. t is not normal implies p not normal. Then by i.h. p → ℓo p ′ for some p ′ , and so t = rp → ℓo rp ′ . 2. Determinism: By induction on a derivation with conclusion t → ℓo s 1 . Consider its last rule. Cases:
According to the definition of → ℓo , the last rule of a derivation for t → ℓo s 2 can be only
According to the definition of → ℓo , the last rule of a derivation for t → ℓo s 2 can only be (since t is neither an abstraction nor neutral)
and t ′ is neutral. According to the definition of → ℓo , the last rule of a derivation for t → ℓo s 2 can only be (since t is normal and not an abstraction)
According to the definition of → ℓo , the only possibility for the last rule of a derivation for t → ℓo s 2 is
3. Persistence: by induction on t → ℓo s 1 . Cases: -Root : t = (λx.r)p → ℓo r{x p} = s 1 . Three sub-cases:
Exactly as the previous one.
•
Then t = λx.r → ¬ℓo λx.r ′′ = s 2 and the statement follows from the i.h. and closure of → ℓo .
-Left of an application: t = rp → ℓo r 1 p = s 1 with r → ℓo r 1 and r not an abstraction. Two sub-cases:
• t = rp → ¬ℓo r 2 p = s 2 because r → ¬ℓo r 2 . Then by i.h. there exists q such that r 2 → ℓo q. Note that → ¬ℓo cannot create a root abstraction (because it never reduces the root redex) so that if r is not an abstraction then r 2 is not an abstraction and s 2 = r 2 p → ℓo qp =: u. 1. Computational meaning of ℓℓ: ℓℓ(t) = inf{k ∈ N | t → β:k u for some term u}. 2. Monotonicity: if t → β s then ℓℓ(s) ≥ ℓℓ(t).
3. Invariance by → ¬ℓℓ : if t → ¬ℓℓ s then ℓℓ(s) = ℓℓ(t).
By induction on t.
For any term r, we set inf r = inf{k ∈ N | r → β:k u for some term u}. Cases: -Variable, i.e. t is a variable. Then, ℓℓ(t) = ∞ and t is → β -normal.
-Abstraction, i.e. t = λx.s. Then, ℓℓ(t) = ℓℓ(s) and, by i.h., ℓℓ(s) = inf s ; now, s → β:k u t = λx.s → β:k λx.u and there is no other rule for → β:n whose conclusion is of the form λx.s → β:n p; therefore, ℓℓ(t) = ℓℓ(s) = inf s = inf t .
-Application, i.e. t = t ′ t ′′ . There are two sub-cases: Lemma 27. Let t → ℓℓ s with ℓℓ(t) > 0. If t is not an abstraction, then s is not an abstraction.
Proof. By hypothesis, t = t ′ t ′′ and t ′ is not an abstraction (otherwise ℓℓ(t) = 0). Therefore, according to the definition of → ℓℓ , there are only two possibilities:
1. either t = t ′ t ′′ → β:k s ′ t ′′ = s because t ′ → β:k s ′ and k = ℓℓ(t); 2. or t = t ′ t ′′ → β:k t ′ s ′′ = s because t ′′ → β:k−1 s ′′ and k = ℓℓ(t).
In both cases, s is not an abstraction.
Lemma 28 (Substitutivity by level).
If t → β:k s then t{x u} → β:k s{x u}.
Proof. By induction on the definition of t → β:k s. Cases:
-Abstraction: t = λy.t ′ → β:k λy.s ′ = s with t ′ → β:k s ′ . We can suppose without loss of generality that y / ∈ fv(u) ∪ {x}. By i.h., t ′ {x u} → β:k s ′ {x u} and hence t{x u} = λy.t ′ {x u} → β:k λy.s ′ {x u} = s{x u}. Proposition 24 (LL essential properties).
